
International Business 

 “I could present myself to absolute strangers and get them interested enough in me 
and my product to listen and buy my product.  I rely on these interpersonal skills when 
negotiating with investors, suppliers, employees, and/or customers on a daily basis.  
Looking at the successful people in the world today, I believe that all of them got there 
because they learned how to sell themselves.  Working at Precision Marketing Group 
(PMG) was where I learned this skill.”
 -Darren Moon (2002-2006); Current Profession: Accountant

 “PMG is second to none in summer earnings and quality work experience.  Every 
element of the organization trains and equips its employees to perform at levels that 
exceed common expectations.  PMG’s Internship is the training ground for success in 
any classroom, field, or industry.”
 -Spencer Taylor (PMG 2004-2006); Current Profession: Insurance Actuator

 “At PMG I learned how to handle rejection and move on to the next opportunity.   I 
developed the ability to communicate, build rapport, and be persuasive.  I had to learn to 
motivate myself.  I learned to listen empathically and effectively.  I’m currently the 
marketing manager for a large insurance company overseeing the entire state of Utah.  
I’ve hired, managed, and trained employees, sold million dollar accounts to fortune 1000 
companies, and set up joint ventures with other businesses.  This Internship helped me 
become a successful business professional more than any other experience I’ve had.
 -Joshua Taylor (2002-2004); Current Profession: Marketing Manager

 “The experience I gained working for PMG has helped me tremendously. The money 
was great, but it was more valuable to learn and practice how to communicate effectively.  
Comunicating with people all day long gave me time to evaluate and perfect those skills.  I 
had no idea how much this would help later in my life.  I familiarized myself with the inner 
workings of a business.  I learned how to efficiently coordinate between departments, how 
to persuade, to manage and to teach new skills to employees to better themselves.  I look 
back now at my PMG years with much fondness, for there I found my career in marketing. 
 -Brian Mullholland (2002-2005); Current Profession: Marketing Director
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